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Figure 4.2: Production (left) and subsequent decay (right) of the particle NI .

the Universe (see Section 4.6.1 for the formulation of the problem). Moreover, the same parti-
cles can be responsible for both neutrino masses and matter-antimatter asymmetry generation.
HNLs with the masses ranging from O(MeV) to O(1012 GeV) provide mechanisms of generation of
matter-antimatter asymmetry, described in Sections 4.6.2–4.6.4.2 below. In particular, the suc-
cessful baryogenesis is possible when HNL have experimentally accessible masses (Sections 4.3.2.2,
4.3.2.3). This opens an exciting possibility of direct experimental resolution of these BSM puzzles
by finding HNLs experimentally. The phenomenology of neutrino oscillations provides (under cer-
tain assumptions, discussed above) the lower bound on Yukawa couplings, while the requirement
of successful baryogenesis provides an upper bound on their values.

Right-handed neutrinos can appear as a part of a wider theory, for example as a part of the
fermion representation of a gauge group in GUT theories, see Section 4.3.2.1. Interestingly HNLs
can be postulated as the only new particles beyond the Standard Model up to a very high energy
scale, providing explanations of all major observational BSM phenomena (Section 4.8 below). This
brings the questions of the complete UV theory (discussed in Section 4.8.3). The SM supplemented
by 3 HNLs, with Majorana mass terms for all of them, and all possible Yukawa couplings with the
Higgs boson and left-handed lepton doublets has an intriguing property of charge quantisation. The
Majorana mass term (4.1.2) means that the hypercharge of NI is zero and therefore hypercharges of
left lepton double and Higgs field are the same. As a result of this, the requirement of cancellation
of gauge chiral anomalies has a unique solution in terms of charges [327], quantised exactly as it is
observed. In other words, the charge quantisation may be a requirement of the self-consistency of
the theory, rather than a consequence of a larger symmetry, as in Grand Unified Theories.

4.2 Active neutrino phenomenology

Neutrino physics provides strong motivation for the existence of HNLs. Although properties of
HNLs cannot be fully fixed by data from low-energy neutrino experiments, it serves as a source of
important constraints. Therefore we review main results of neutrino theory and experiments below.

4.2.1 Three-flavour neutrino oscillations. A theoretical overview

A decade of revolutionary neutrino experiments has established that the SM neutrinos are massive
and mix like quarks do. The measurement of their tiny masses has been possible thanks to neutrino
oscillations, a quantum phenomenon first conjectured by Pontecorvo [328]. Neutrinos are produced
and detected via weak processes, therefore by definition they are produced or detected as flavour
states (ie. the states that couple to the e, µ and ⌧ leptons respectively). However, such states
of a definite flavour are superpositions of the vacuum Hamiltonian eigenstates or mass eigenstates
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FIG. 2: Feynman diagrams for LDM with secluded annihilation (left) with m� > mA0 and direct anni-
hilation (right) with m� < mA0 . In the secluded regime, the dark photon decays visibly to kinematically
accessible SM final states and motivates experimental searches for hidden forces (see [1]), but the DM anni-
hilation cross section is independent of the A0 coupling to visible matter. In the direct annihilation regime,
the cross section for achieving the correct relic density depends on the parameter ✏ which couples the A0 to
charged SM particles, so there is a minimum value of this coupling for each choice of � mass that realizes
a thermal history in the early universe. These minimum values define predictive experimental targets for
discovery or falsification (see Fig. 5).
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0. The generic Lagrangian this family of models contains
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where ✏ is the kinetic mixing parameter, mA0 is the dark photon mass, and J
µ

EM ⌘
P

f
Qf f̄�

µ
f

is the SM electromagnetic current where f is a SM fermion with charge Qf , gD ⌘
p

4⇡↵D is
the U(1)D coupling constant, and JD is the dark matter current. Although each possible choice
for � has a different form for JD, the relic density has the same dependence on our four model
parameters {✏, gD, m�, mA0} and can be captured in full generality with this setup.

This framework permits two qualitatively distinct annihilation scenarios depending on the A
0

and � masses.

• Secluded Annihilation: For mA0 < m�, DM annihilates predominantly into A
0 pairs as

depicted on the left panel of Fig. 2. This annihilation rate is independent of the SM-A0

coupling ✏. While this makes direct A
0 or DM production difficult in laboratory experiments,

the simplest version of this scenario is robustly constrained by CMB data [13], which rules
out DM masses below O(10) GeV for simple secluded annihilation models. More complex
secluded models remain viable for low DM masses; these are potentially discoverable by
LDMX but are not our primary focus.

• Direct Annihilation: For mA0 > m�, annihilation proceeds via �� ! A
0⇤

! ff to SM
fermions f through a virtual mediator. This scenario is quite predictive, because the SM-A0

coupling ✏ must be large enough, and the A
0 mass small enough, in order to achieve the ther-

mal relic cross-section. No robust constraint on this case can be extracted from CMB data.
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Axion Dark Matter Detection by Superconducting Resonant Frequency Conversion

Asher Berlin
Center for Cosmology and Particle Physics, Department of Physics,

New York University, New York, NY 10003, USA.

Ra↵aele Tito D’Agnolo
Institut de Physique Théorique, Université Paris Saclay, CEA, F-91191 Gif-sur-Yvette, France

Sebastian A. R. Ellis, Christopher Nantista, Je↵rey Neilson,
Philip Schuster, Sami Tantawi, Natalia Toro, and Kevin Zhou

SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, 2575 Sand Hill Road, Menlo Park, CA 94025, USA

We propose an approach to search for axion dark matter with a specially designed superconducting
radio frequency cavity, targeting axions with masses ma . 10�6 eV. Our approach exploits axion-
induced transitions between nearly degenerate resonant modes of frequency ⇠ GHz. A scan over
axion mass is achieved by varying the frequency splitting between the two modes. Compared to
traditional approaches, this allows for parametrically enhanced signal power for axions lighter than
a GHz. The projected sensitivity covers unexplored parameter space for QCD axion dark matter
for 10�8 eV . ma . 10�6 eV and axion-like particle dark matter as light as ma ⇠ 10�14 eV.

I. INTRODUCTION

The axion is a hypothetical parity-odd real scalar, protected by a shift symmetry and derivatively coupled to Standard
Model fields. It is predicted by the Peccei–Quinn solution to the strong CP problem [1–4] and expected to arise
generically from string theory compactifications [5–7]. It was shown to be a viable dark matter (DM) candidate four
decades ago [8, 9]. A generic prediction of axion models is the coupling to photons [10–14],

L � �
ga��

4
a F F̃ = �ga�� aE · B . (1)

This interaction can induce axion-photon conversion in the presence of a background electromagnetic field via the
Primako↵ process [15], which has been exploited in various axion searches [16–26]. These searches have started
to cover parameter space motivated by the Peccei–Quinn solution to the strong CP problem [10–14], ga�� '

3 ⇥ 10�16 GeV�1 (ma/µeV), but for now without a positive detection.1

More generally, an attractive motivation for axion-like particles (axions that do not solve the strong CP problem) is
that they are a simple DM candidate. A very light axion can acquire a cosmological abundance from the misalignment
mechanism that is in agreement with the observed DM energy density if ga�� ⇠ 10�16 GeV�1(ma/µeV)1/4, where we
have taken ga�� ⇠ ↵em/2⇡fa and assumed an O(1) initial misalignment angle (see Ref. [27] for a recent discussion).
This relation thus provides a cosmologically motivated target for axion-like particle searches.

Cold axion DM produced by any mechanism generically virializes in the galactic halo. The typical virial velocity
dispersion va ⇠ 10�3 leads to an e↵ective quality factor of Qa ⇠ 1/hv

2
ai ⇠ 106. For timescales shorter than the axion

coherence time ⌧a ⇠ Qa/ma, we can thus treat the axion as a monochromatic field of the form

a(t) =

p
2⇢DM

ma
cos mat , (2)

where ⇢DM ' 0.4 GeV/cm3 is the local DM energy density. Detailed coherence properties of the axion field have been
discussed in Refs. [28, 29], but do not change the features noted above.

1
The value quoted is the average of the DFSZ [10, 11] and KSVZ [12–14] predictions.
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• x4 more frequency covered 
than 2017
• DFSZ sensitivity -- 680 to 800 

MHz
• Axion mass covered to this 

date: 2.66 to 3.3 µeV
- Phys. Rev. Lett. 124, 101303 

(2020) 
• Currently taking > 4 µeV data 

(985 MHz)
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ADMX

Klaer, Moore 1708.07521

Approaching predicted mass  
~O(10 µeV) for post inflationary 
misalignment production

ADMX G2 projected to reach 
2 GHz by end 2023 

DM New Initiatives  
funding for ADMX 2-4 

demonstrated simultaneously in a complete system for detection of dark matter. The primary challenge for
the design of the experiment is the integration of several new technologies into a system that will be practical
to build and reliable to operate over an extended period.

2018 Achieved Run Baseline Requirement Target Performance
Frequency Range 680-800 MHz 2-4 GHz 2-4 GHz
Volume 139 Liters 80 Liters 80 Liters
Q 60,000 30,000 90,000
B Field 7.6 T 7.6 T 12.0 T
Form Factor 0.4 0.4 0.4
Noise Temperature 350 mK 350 mK 325 mK
Live Time Fraction 40% 70% 70%
Amplifier Squeezing 1 1 1.4
Operations Days 150 1000 1000
Dark Matter Sensitivity
for DFSZ Coupling 0.45 GeV/cm3 0.65 GeV/cm3 0.12 GeV/cm3

for KSVZ Coupling 0.09 GeV/cm3 0.15 GeV/cm3 0.02 GeV/cm3

Table 1: Parameters for the most recent operation of ADMX and an example parameter set with enhanced
quality factors, squeezing, and a new magnet that would allow completion of the 2-4 GHz scan within a
1000-day run.

Figure 1: Sensitivity Projections for ADMX-G2 and ADMX 2-4 GHz. The sensitivity to an effective axion-
photon coupling Ga�� is shown as a function of axion mass. The shaded areas include the results from
CAST22, HAYSTAC23, RBF2,3, UF4 and previous ADMX runs7–11. The dashed lines indicate sensitivity
needed to probe the benchmark KSVZ and DFSZ models.

3

https://www.snowmass21.org/docs/files/summaries/CF/SNOWMASS21-CF2_CF0_Andrew_Sonnenschein-093.pdf
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The enabling part: the extraordinary high Q

1/16/19Anna Grassellino - DarkSRF experiment5

• SRF cavities (f < 3 GHz) can easily reach Q > 1e9 at T< 2K, vs > 5 orders of 
magnitude over copper cavities, combining E and R à > 10 order of magnitude gain

• Via deep knowledge of intricate niobium cavity surface treatments, the Fermilab SRF 
group has pushed the boundaries of Q to world records, reaching routinely among the 
highest quality factors in nature Q > 4e11

• Moreover, we have developed the expertise to manipulate the Q factor in the range 
from >1025 photons to the quantum regime (< 20 photons) 

S. R. Parker et al, Phys. Rev. 
D 88, 112004 (2013)
J. Hartnett et al, Phys. Lett. 
B 698 (2011) 346
J. Jaeckel and A. 
Ringwald, Phys. Lett. B 659, 
509 (2008)

A. Romanenko, S. Posen, and A. Grassellino, 
“Methods and system for treatment of SRF 
cavities to minimize TLS losses,” US patent 
pending, Serial No.: 62/742,328.

Searching for Millicharged Particles with Superconducting Radio-Frequency Cavities

Asher Berlin1 and Anson Hook2

1
Center for Cosmology and Particle Physics, Department of Physics,

New York University, New York, NY 10003, USA
2
Maryland Center for Fundamental Physics, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742, USA

We demonstrate that superconducting radio-frequency cavities can be used to create and detect
millicharged particles and are capable of extending the reach to couplings several orders of magnitude
beyond other laboratory based constraints. Millicharged particles are Schwinger pair-produced in
driven cavities and quickly accelerated out of the cavity by the large electric fields. The electric
current generated by these particles is detected by a receiver cavity. A light-shining-through-walls
experiment may only need to reanalyze future data to provide new constraints on millicharged
particles.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most natural extensions of the Standard Model (SM) is to include a new charged particle with charge
and mass di↵erent from the electron. Particles of this type have been discovered before (for example, quarks) and
may be discovered again. If a new charged particle has an electric charge much smaller than the electron, then it is
called a millicharged particle (mCP). Due to their minimalistic properties, they often appear in theoretical extensions
of the SM [1–8] and have often been used to explain various experimental anomalies [9–15]. A natural way for such
e↵ective interactions to arise is through the kinetic mixing of a new light hidden sector dark photon, A0, with the SM
photon,

L �
✏

2
Fµ⌫ F 0µ⌫ +

1

2
m2

A0 A02
µ , (1)

where ✏ is a small dimensionless parameter that controls the strength of kinetic mixing and mA0 is the dark photon
mass [1]. On length-scales much smaller than m�1

A0 , the dark photon generates an e↵ective millicharge under standard
electromagnetism for particles � that are directly charged under the A0, of the form q� ' ✏ e0/e where e0 is the A0

gauge coupling. From the perspective of such models, a small millicharge is a consequence of a small kinetic mixing
parameter and/or hidden sector gauge coupling [8].

There are many ways in which to produce mCPs. Perhaps one of the most interesting production mechanisms is
Schwinger pair-production [16]. In the presence of a large electric field, a particle and antiparticle can spontaneously
appear. If the electric field is larger than a critical value, then such particle-production is unsuppressed. This critical
electric field is

Ecr =
m2

�

eq�
⇠ 50 MV m�1

⇥

⇣ m�

meV

⌘2 ⇣ q�

10�7

⌘�1
, (2)

where m� is the mass of the new particle and q� is its charge measured in units of the electron charge. The largest
laboratory based electric fields are currently many of orders of magnitude too small to produce any of the known
particles at any appreciable rate. 1 However, if mCPs exist, then they might be produced by these large electric fields,
and it behooves us to look for them.

Using resonant cavities to search for new particles via Schwinger pair-production was first proposed in Refs. [17, 18].
In this article, we propose using superconducting radio-frequency (SRF) cavities both to produce and detect mCPs.
The extreme environment of SRF cavities (with characteristic field strengths of ⇠ 50 MV m�1) makes them ideal for
searching for new particles [19–25]. We focus on a setup where a driven “emitter” cavity operates in a mode where
its electric field points towards a shielded “receiver” cavity. Millicharged particles are produced in the large electric
field of the emitter cavity and are quickly accelerated out of the emitter cavity and towards the receiver cavity, easily
penetrating an electromagnetic shield due their tiny electric charge. The oscillating electric field of the driven emitter
cavity imprints a characteristic frequency onto the produced current of mCPs. The receiver cavity is tuned to have
the same frequency, as to be resonantly sensitive to the oscillating mCP current. The oscillating mCP current can
ring up the resonant modes of the receiver cavity to observable levels, constituting a discovery of mCPs. A picture of
the setup and its projected sensitivity are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.

1 Producing electrons would require electric fields larger than 1012 MV m�1.
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and mass di↵erent from the electron. Particles of this type have been discovered before (for example, quarks) and
may be discovered again. If a new charged particle has an electric charge much smaller than the electron, then it is
called a millicharged particle (mCP). Due to their minimalistic properties, they often appear in theoretical extensions
of the SM [1–8] and have often been used to explain various experimental anomalies [9–15]. A natural way for such
e↵ective interactions to arise is through the kinetic mixing of a new light hidden sector dark photon, A0, with the SM
photon,

L �
✏

2
Fµ⌫ F 0µ⌫ +

1

2
m2

A0 A02
µ , (1)

where ✏ is a small dimensionless parameter that controls the strength of kinetic mixing and mA0 is the dark photon
mass [1]. On length-scales much smaller than m�1

A0 , the dark photon generates an e↵ective millicharge under standard
electromagnetism for particles � that are directly charged under the A0, of the form q� ' ✏ e0/e where e0 is the A0

gauge coupling. From the perspective of such models, a small millicharge is a consequence of a small kinetic mixing
parameter and/or hidden sector gauge coupling [8].

There are many ways in which to produce mCPs. Perhaps one of the most interesting production mechanisms is
Schwinger pair-production [16]. In the presence of a large electric field, a particle and antiparticle can spontaneously
appear. If the electric field is larger than a critical value, then such particle-production is unsuppressed. This critical
electric field is

Ecr =
m2

�

eq�
⇠ 50 MV m�1

⇥

⇣ m�

meV

⌘2 ⇣ q�

10�7

⌘�1
, (2)

where m� is the mass of the new particle and q� is its charge measured in units of the electron charge. The largest
laboratory based electric fields are currently many of orders of magnitude too small to produce any of the known
particles at any appreciable rate. 1 However, if mCPs exist, then they might be produced by these large electric fields,
and it behooves us to look for them.

Using resonant cavities to search for new particles via Schwinger pair-production was first proposed in Refs. [17, 18].
In this article, we propose using superconducting radio-frequency (SRF) cavities both to produce and detect mCPs.
The extreme environment of SRF cavities (with characteristic field strengths of ⇠ 50 MV m�1) makes them ideal for
searching for new particles [19–25]. We focus on a setup where a driven “emitter” cavity operates in a mode where
its electric field points towards a shielded “receiver” cavity. Millicharged particles are produced in the large electric
field of the emitter cavity and are quickly accelerated out of the emitter cavity and towards the receiver cavity, easily
penetrating an electromagnetic shield due their tiny electric charge. The oscillating electric field of the driven emitter
cavity imprints a characteristic frequency onto the produced current of mCPs. The receiver cavity is tuned to have
the same frequency, as to be resonantly sensitive to the oscillating mCP current. The oscillating mCP current can
ring up the resonant modes of the receiver cavity to observable levels, constituting a discovery of mCPs. A picture of
the setup and its projected sensitivity are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.

1 Producing electrons would require electric fields larger than 1012 MV m�1.
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The enabling part: the extraordinary high Q

1/16/19Anna Grassellino - DarkSRF experiment5

• SRF cavities (f < 3 GHz) can easily reach Q > 1e9 at T< 2K, vs > 5 orders of 
magnitude over copper cavities, combining E and R à > 10 order of magnitude gain

• Via deep knowledge of intricate niobium cavity surface treatments, the Fermilab SRF 
group has pushed the boundaries of Q to world records, reaching routinely among the 
highest quality factors in nature Q > 4e11

• Moreover, we have developed the expertise to manipulate the Q factor in the range 
from >1025 photons to the quantum regime (< 20 photons) 
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SRF Cavities: Axion “Light Shining Through Wall”

Axions/ALPs produced in emitter cavity sourced by 2 modes with nonzero E.B
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Figure 1: A schematic sketch of the setup.

with the prospect of an improvement by a factor ⇠ 103 in ALPS II [19].
In this work we propose a LSW axion search strategy using superconducting radio-frequency

(SRF) cavities in the GHz range. SRF cavities can have an exceptionally high quality factor,
potentially Q & 1010 (see [20] for a review). This can help boost the number of photons in
the emitter and also the detectable signal power in the receiver. This is already put to use at
the Dark SRF, an ongoing LSW experiment at Fermilab searching for dark photons [21, 22].
Large constant magnetic fields, however, could result in flux penetration in the SRF cavity,
ruining its high Q property. To circumvent this problem we will rely on oscillatory cavity
modes that will be excited in both the receiver and the emitter.

The setup is shown in Figure 1. The emitter and the receiver are assumed to be two
identical cavities placed in close proximity. The ALPs are sourced by running two distinct
cavity modes at frequencies !1, !0 in the emitter cavity. The modes are chosen to have a
non-vanishing ~E · ~B between them. The resultant axion field will oscillate with frequencies
!a = |!0 ± !1|, and have an amplitude ⇠ ga�Vpc( ~E1 · ~B0)/r, where Vpc represent the electric
field and magnetic field the volume of the production cavity, The receiver cavity is populated
with one of the two modes that is responsible for the ALP production, say mode-0. In the
presence of this spectator mode the axion has a probability of converting into a photon with a
frequency |!0±!a|. In particular, the mode E1 can be produced on resonance in the detection
cavity and will be our signal.

Several axion searches based on SRF cavities have been proposed [23, 24, 25, 26] and are
related to our work. In [23] and [24] a similar receiver cavity setup was proposed for a resonant
search for axion dark matter in the GHz and the kHz range respectively and a broadband DM
search was proposed in [27]. LSW searches test the existence of the ALP as a degree of
freedom, without requiring it to make up the dark matter, and are thus complementary. Our
axion production using two modes is similar to that of [25, 26]. In [25] the conversion back to
a photon occurs in an auxiliary toroidal magnetic field. In [26] a single cavity is used and the
signal mode is a third mode within the axion-producing cavity, satisfying !signal = 2!0 ± !1.
Each of these methods presents its own challenges, as already identified in [23], and should be
studied experimentally. These include the mitigation of the nonlinear e↵ects that may lead to
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We propose an approach to search for axion dark matter with a specially designed superconducting
radio frequency cavity, targeting axions with masses ma . 10�6 eV. Our approach exploits axion-
induced transitions between nearly degenerate resonant modes of frequency ⇠ GHz. A scan over
axion mass is achieved by varying the frequency splitting between the two modes. Compared to
traditional approaches, this allows for parametrically enhanced signal power for axions lighter than
a GHz. The projected sensitivity covers unexplored parameter space for QCD axion dark matter
for 10�8 eV . ma . 10�6 eV and axion-like particle dark matter as light as ma ⇠ 10�14 eV.

I. INTRODUCTION

The axion is a hypothetical parity-odd real scalar, protected by a shift symmetry and derivatively coupled to Standard
Model fields. It is predicted by the Peccei–Quinn solution to the strong CP problem [1–4] and expected to arise
generically from string theory compactifications [5–7]. It was shown to be a viable dark matter (DM) candidate four
decades ago [8, 9]. A generic prediction of axion models is the coupling to photons [10–14],

L � �
ga��

4
a F F̃ = �ga�� aE · B . (1)

This interaction can induce axion-photon conversion in the presence of a background electromagnetic field via the
Primako↵ process [15], which has been exploited in various axion searches [16–26]. These searches have started
to cover parameter space motivated by the Peccei–Quinn solution to the strong CP problem [10–14], ga�� '

3 ⇥ 10�16 GeV�1 (ma/µeV), but for now without a positive detection.1

More generally, an attractive motivation for axion-like particles (axions that do not solve the strong CP problem) is
that they are a simple DM candidate. A very light axion can acquire a cosmological abundance from the misalignment
mechanism that is in agreement with the observed DM energy density if ga�� ⇠ 10�16 GeV�1(ma/µeV)1/4, where we
have taken ga�� ⇠ ↵em/2⇡fa and assumed an O(1) initial misalignment angle (see Ref. [27] for a recent discussion).
This relation thus provides a cosmologically motivated target for axion-like particle searches.

Cold axion DM produced by any mechanism generically virializes in the galactic halo. The typical virial velocity
dispersion va ⇠ 10�3 leads to an e↵ective quality factor of Qa ⇠ 1/hv

2
ai ⇠ 106. For timescales shorter than the axion

coherence time ⌧a ⇠ Qa/ma, we can thus treat the axion as a monochromatic field of the form

a(t) =

p
2⇢DM

ma
cos mat , (2)

where ⇢DM ' 0.4 GeV/cm3 is the local DM energy density. Detailed coherence properties of the axion field have been
discussed in Refs. [28, 29], but do not change the features noted above.

1
The value quoted is the average of the DFSZ [10, 11] and KSVZ [12–14] predictions.
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SRF Cavities: Axion “Light Shining Through Wall”
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Figure 5: Sensitivity curves (SNR = 5) in the plane of ga� vs ma assuming di↵erent signal
modes with a fixed spectating mode TM010. WeuseEpeak = 80MV/m, Q1 = 1010, T = 1.4K,
�!1 = t

�1
int , tint = 1year. The left (right) panel assumes SRF cavities that are cylindrical

with R = L = 0.1766m (0.287m), and are aligned in z with (0.1m + L) between their centers.
We see that using higher modes improve sensitivity both at high ALP mass (due to higher
kinematic reach) and at low masses (due to improved phase matching between a relativistic
axion and excited modes).

4.1 Excited cavity modes

We also investigate the use of excited cavity modes. We allow the signal mode to vary in `,
i.e. TE01`, but with the spectating mode fixed to be TM010. In this case the corresponding
production modes become TM010 and TE01`. Figure 5 compares the limits that can be achieved
by four di↵erent `s. As ` is increased, not only can we gain access to heavier ALPs, but also
achieve a better sensitivity for light ALPs. The improvement at the large axion mass is due to
the higher frequency of the high ` modes, which allow for a larger kinematic reach. We note
however the wiggles near thershold. These are the result of destructive interference for axion
masses in which an integer number of axion wavelengths fit in the receiver cavity.

The improvement at the low axion mass is due to an improvement in the phase matching
between the axion and the cavity mode. For example, in the massless limit, the axion exhibits
a relativistic dispersion relation !a ⇠ |~ka|. The overlap integral of the siganl mode and the
axion will be largest when the signal mode also exhibits the same relation of frequency and
wavelength. Recalling that excited modes have shorter wavelengths, thus less overlaps with
the boundaries of the cavity, it is clear that they will have a dispersion relation that is closer

10

Potential sensitivity for m < few GHz ALP masses
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Production of millicharged particles in emitter cavity (large E ~ 50 MV/m)
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FIG. 1. A cartoon picture of our setup. The large electric fields in the emitter cavity produce millicharged particles via
Schwinger pair-production. The electric field of the cavity is arranged such that the particles are accelerated towards the
shielded receiver cavity, where the current of millicharged particles excites the resonant modes to detectable levels.

A very interesting aspect of this setup is that it is nearly identical to a typical light-shining-through-walls (LSW)
experiment, such as the one currently being constructed at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL) in order
to search for ultralight hidden photons [19–21]. More generally, most LSW experiments can also be reinterpreted as
an mCP search, regardless of whether or not an SRF cavity is utilized. In this work, we show that near-future searches
of this type are many orders of magnitude more sensitive to mCPs than other current laboratory based searches.

II. PRODUCTION OF MILLICHARGED PARTICLES IN CAVITIES

Schwinger pair-production is the spontaneous appearance of a particle and antiparticle in the presence of a large
electric field. For particles produced at rest, this whole process conserves energy if the binding energy experienced by
the particle-antiparticle dipole in the exterior electric field balances the rest mass energy,

eq� d E ⇠ m� , (3)

where E is the external electric field and d is the distance between the particle-antiparticle pair. In quantum mechanics,
everything that is allowed to happen can happen, but if there exists a large hierarchy in length-scales, the probability
for such events to occur is exponentially suppressed. The length-scale associated with the virtual mCP pair is the
Compton wavelength, dC ⇠ 1/m�. It is thus expected that Schwinger pair-production is exponentially suppressed if
d & dC and unsuppressed if d . dC . This statement along with Eq. (3) can also be interpreted as demanding that the
work performed by the electric field on the virtual mCP pair is su�cient to put the particles on-shell. From Eqs. (2)
and (3), unsuppressed production (d . dC) is equivalent to demanding E & Ecr. This intuition is reflected in the
expression for the probability of pair-creating particles per unit time and unit volume,

P� =
dN�

dt dV
'

c�

(2⇡)3
(eq�E)2 e�(⇡m2

�)/(eq�E)
/ e�⇡d/dC / e�⇡Ecr/E , (4)

where N� is the number of particle pairs and c� = 1 (1/2) for fermionic (scalar) mCPs [16]. While this equation can
only be rigorously defined in the limit when the exponential suppression is large, we will assume that it continues to
hold even when the exponential suppression is not present. This assumption can be shown to hold explicitly in the
case of an electric field in a periodic box [26].

For particles that are produced relativistically, Eq. (3) is modified to

eq� dB E ⇠ p� , (5)

where p� is the mCP momentum and dB ⇠ 2⇡ p�1
� is its de Broglie wavelength. Solving Eq. (5) for p� shows that the

typical momentum of pair-produced particles is parametrically

p� ⇠
p

2⇡ eq�E . (6)

Hence, E � Ecr implies that p� � m�, i.e., electric fields much greater than the critical value lead to the production
of relativistic particles [26].

SRF Cavities: Millicharged Particles

Shielded receiver cavity detects current from produced millichrages
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FIG. 1. A cartoon picture of our setup. The large electric fields in the emitter cavity produce millicharged particles via
Schwinger pair-production. The electric field of the cavity is arranged such that the particles are accelerated towards the
shielded receiver cavity, where the current of millicharged particles excites the resonant modes to detectable levels.

A very interesting aspect of this setup is that it is nearly identical to a typical light-shining-through-walls (LSW)
experiment, such as the one currently being constructed at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL) in order
to search for ultralight hidden photons [19–21]. More generally, most LSW experiments can also be reinterpreted as
an mCP search, regardless of whether or not an SRF cavity is utilized. In this work, we show that near-future searches
of this type are many orders of magnitude more sensitive to mCPs than other current laboratory based searches.

II. PRODUCTION OF MILLICHARGED PARTICLES IN CAVITIES

Schwinger pair-production is the spontaneous appearance of a particle and antiparticle in the presence of a large
electric field. For particles produced at rest, this whole process conserves energy if the binding energy experienced by
the particle-antiparticle dipole in the exterior electric field balances the rest mass energy,

eq� d E ⇠ m� , (3)

where E is the external electric field and d is the distance between the particle-antiparticle pair. In quantum mechanics,
everything that is allowed to happen can happen, but if there exists a large hierarchy in length-scales, the probability
for such events to occur is exponentially suppressed. The length-scale associated with the virtual mCP pair is the
Compton wavelength, dC ⇠ 1/m�. It is thus expected that Schwinger pair-production is exponentially suppressed if
d & dC and unsuppressed if d . dC . This statement along with Eq. (3) can also be interpreted as demanding that the
work performed by the electric field on the virtual mCP pair is su�cient to put the particles on-shell. From Eqs. (2)
and (3), unsuppressed production (d . dC) is equivalent to demanding E & Ecr. This intuition is reflected in the
expression for the probability of pair-creating particles per unit time and unit volume,

P� =
dN�

dt dV
'

c�

(2⇡)3
(eq�E)2 e�(⇡m2

�)/(eq�E)
/ e�⇡d/dC / e�⇡Ecr/E , (4)

where N� is the number of particle pairs and c� = 1 (1/2) for fermionic (scalar) mCPs [16]. While this equation can
only be rigorously defined in the limit when the exponential suppression is large, we will assume that it continues to
hold even when the exponential suppression is not present. This assumption can be shown to hold explicitly in the
case of an electric field in a periodic box [26].

For particles that are produced relativistically, Eq. (3) is modified to

eq� dB E ⇠ p� , (5)

where p� is the mCP momentum and dB ⇠ 2⇡ p�1
� is its de Broglie wavelength. Solving Eq. (5) for p� shows that the

typical momentum of pair-produced particles is parametrically

p� ⇠
p

2⇡ eq�E . (6)

Hence, E � Ecr implies that p� � m�, i.e., electric fields much greater than the critical value lead to the production
of relativistic particles [26].

Schwinger pair production criterion

Arise in models with ultra-light dark photons coupled to hidden X

Searching for Millicharged Particles with Superconducting Radio-Frequency Cavities

Asher Berlin1 and Anson Hook2

1
Center for Cosmology and Particle Physics, Department of Physics,

New York University, New York, NY 10003, USA
2
Maryland Center for Fundamental Physics, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742, USA

We demonstrate that superconducting radio-frequency cavities can be used to create and detect
millicharged particles and are capable of extending the reach to couplings several orders of magnitude
beyond other laboratory based constraints. Millicharged particles are Schwinger pair-produced in
driven cavities and quickly accelerated out of the cavity by the large electric fields. The electric
current generated by these particles is detected by a receiver cavity. A light-shining-through-walls
experiment may only need to reanalyze future data to provide new constraints on millicharged
particles.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most natural extensions of the Standard Model (SM) is to include a new charged particle with charge
and mass di↵erent from the electron. Particles of this type have been discovered before (for example, quarks) and
may be discovered again. If a new charged particle has an electric charge much smaller than the electron, then it is
called a millicharged particle (mCP). Due to their minimalistic properties, they often appear in theoretical extensions
of the SM [1–8] and have often been used to explain various experimental anomalies [9–15]. A natural way for such
e↵ective interactions to arise is through the kinetic mixing of a new light hidden sector dark photon, A0, with the SM
photon,

L �
✏

2
Fµ⌫ F 0µ⌫ +

1

2
m2

A0 A02
µ , (1)

where ✏ is a small dimensionless parameter that controls the strength of kinetic mixing and mA0 is the dark photon
mass [1]. On length-scales much smaller than m�1

A0 , the dark photon generates an e↵ective millicharge under standard
electromagnetism for particles � that are directly charged under the A0, of the form q� ' ✏ e0/e where e0 is the A0

gauge coupling. From the perspective of such models, a small millicharge is a consequence of a small kinetic mixing
parameter and/or hidden sector gauge coupling [8].

There are many ways in which to produce mCPs. Perhaps one of the most interesting production mechanisms is
Schwinger pair-production [16]. In the presence of a large electric field, a particle and antiparticle can spontaneously
appear. If the electric field is larger than a critical value, then such particle-production is unsuppressed. This critical
electric field is

Ecr =
m2

�

eq�
⇠ 50 MV m�1

⇥

⇣ m�

meV

⌘2 ⇣ q�

10�7

⌘�1
, (2)

where m� is the mass of the new particle and q� is its charge measured in units of the electron charge. The largest
laboratory based electric fields are currently many of orders of magnitude too small to produce any of the known
particles at any appreciable rate. 1 However, if mCPs exist, then they might be produced by these large electric fields,
and it behooves us to look for them.

Using resonant cavities to search for new particles via Schwinger pair-production was first proposed in Refs. [17, 18].
In this article, we propose using superconducting radio-frequency (SRF) cavities both to produce and detect mCPs.
The extreme environment of SRF cavities (with characteristic field strengths of ⇠ 50 MV m�1) makes them ideal for
searching for new particles [19–25]. We focus on a setup where a driven “emitter” cavity operates in a mode where
its electric field points towards a shielded “receiver” cavity. Millicharged particles are produced in the large electric
field of the emitter cavity and are quickly accelerated out of the emitter cavity and towards the receiver cavity, easily
penetrating an electromagnetic shield due their tiny electric charge. The oscillating electric field of the driven emitter
cavity imprints a characteristic frequency onto the produced current of mCPs. The receiver cavity is tuned to have
the same frequency, as to be resonantly sensitive to the oscillating mCP current. The oscillating mCP current can
ring up the resonant modes of the receiver cavity to observable levels, constituting a discovery of mCPs. A picture of
the setup and its projected sensitivity are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.

1 Producing electrons would require electric fields larger than 1012 MV m�1.
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SRF Cavities: Millicharged Particles
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Schwinger pair production of ultralight millicharged particles

3
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FIG. 2. The projected reach of future cavity experiments (shaded blue) to millicharged fermions for various volumes of
the emitter/receiver cavities, Vcav (the reach for millicharged scalars is weaker by a factor of 21/3). In each case, we take
the amplitude of the driven cavity field to be Eem = 50 MV m�1, the quality factor to be Q = 1012, the receiver cavity
temperature to be T = 10 mK, and the integration time to be tint = year. We take the emitter and receiver cavities to both be
cylinders of equal radius and length, such that the resonant frequency of the TM010 mode is fixed to be ! = ↵01 (⇡/Vcav)

1/3,
where ↵01 is the first zero of J0. The shaded gray region corresponds to the best existing laboratory bound from the PVLAS
collaboration [27, 28]. Above the solid red line, the amplitude of the driven emitter cavity’s electric field is larger than the
critical field strength for Schwinger pair-production of millicharged particles. Not shown are astrophysical and cosmological
limits derived from considerations of, e.g., stellar cooling, SN1987A, Big Bang nucleosynthesis, and the cosmic microwave
background [29]. Models in which these constraints are mitigated are discussed in Appendix C.

The production rate of Eq. (4) applies to static and uniform electric fields of large spatial extent. However, in
cavities, an oscillating electric field is confined to a finite interior region. Hence, in addition to E & Ecr, e�cient
pair-production of mCPs requires that the characteristic length-scale associated with production is smaller than the
typical length-scale over which the electric field varies by an O(1) fraction. For the lowest lying cavity modes discussed
below, the latter is roughly !�1, where ! ⇠ GHz is the mode’s resonant frequency. Therefore, for particles produced
at rest (see Eq. (3)), pair-production is unsuppressed by spatial gradients of the cavity’s electric field provided that
the typical dipole length satisfies d . !�1, i.e.,

! m�

eq� E
. 1 . (7)

Instead, if particles are produced with large momentum, pair-production is unsuppressed provided that the de Broglie
wavelength is smaller than the length-scale of field spatial gradients (p� & !), which is satisfied when

!2

eq� E
. 1 . (8)

Since the time-scale relevant for pair-production is dictated by the same length-scales discussed above, time-variations
of the oscillating electric field can be ignored as well provided that the above criteria are met. For the parameter
space of Fig. 2, Eqs. (7) and (8) are easily satisfied, indicating that corrections to Eq. (4) coming from the time- and
spatial-dependence of the resonant electric fields are negligible.

We also note that e↵ects from Pauli-blocking or Bose-enhancement in Eq. (4) are subdominant. After being
accelerated in the cavity’s electric field for a time tacc ⇠ p�/eq�E ⇠

p
2⇡/eq�E, the momentum gained by mCPs is

larger than that at production. The probability of producing a particle whose wave packet overlaps within a previously
produced particle’s wavepacket is then ⇠ P� tacc d3

B ⇠ c�/(2⇡) . 1. Furthermore, for the parameter space shown
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Electron recoils for sub-GeV dark matter
We look for DM interactions with the electrons in a CCD

I Benchmark models: DM-electron scattering, absorption
Silicon bandgap gives us sensitivity to 1.2 eV excitations — if we
can capture and resolve a single electron
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Recent Results from SENSEI
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prototype 2.5 g experiment at MINOS (FNAL) using skipper-CCDs (SENSEI) is world 
leading again. Oscura will scale this successful technology. arXiv:2004.11378

https://arxiv.org/abs/1804.03144


OSCURA/SENSEI (Future)

The future of Skippers

We expect significant improvements in all
measurement channels:

I 1e�: better shielding ! lower 1e� rate
I 2e�: reduced spurious charge !

shorter exposures ! lower coincidence
rate

I 3, 4e�: increased detector mass
SENSEI@MINOS demonstrates that
Skipper CCDs have the performance we
need to reach theory targets

I SENSEI@SNOLAB: 100 grams
I DAMIC-M: 1 kg
I Oscura: 10 kg
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Parameter space to be explored by 

SuperCDMS SNOLAB

1

SuperCDMS
SNOLAB
Will provide superb sensitivity 
to low mass WIMPs with Ge
and Si operated in both HV and 
iZIP modes

Timeline:
• Construction and testing at 

Fermilab in 2019
• Install and Commission at 

SNOLAB in 2020
• First physics run in 2021!

iZIP
10 cm X 3.8 cm

PRD 95, 082002 (2017)

DAMIC

SuperCDM
S

Soudan

CRESST

PandaX
LUX

neutrino floor

CDMSlite
(Soudan)

Xenon 1T

Darkside
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• SuperCDMS/NEXUS
- Dan Bauer, Lauren Hsu, Noah Kurinsky, Pat Lukens

• ADMX
- Daniel Bowring, Aaron Chou, Rakshya Khatiwada, Andrew Sonnenschein

• OSCURA/SENSEI
- Mike Crisler, Juan Estrada, Guillermo Fernandez, Miguel Sofo Haro, Javier Tiffenberg, 

Alex Drlica-Wagner

• Plus collaborators from around the world!
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Super-CDMS HVeV (electron scattering)

7/29/2020     Noah Kurinsky

HVeV Run 2

• HVeV second run taken with 3 eV resolution detector over the course of 3 
weeks:
- 60V and 100V spectra show identical backgrounds; signal seen not voltage dependent
- Different prototype, run in a different lab, in a different state
- 0V data acquired with ~12 eV threshold, results still being analyzed
- Rates in every charge bin consistent with Run 1…that is completely unexpected

12

SuperCDMS Collaboration 2020 (arXiv:2005.14067)
Supplemental Plots
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SBN Experiments

lower B production rate. A more promising process at these energies is scalar production

through proton bremsstrahlung, which also allows for production of heavier scalars. We have

estimated the sensitivity from proton bremsstrahlung using the results of Ref. [65], finding

that it leads to no additional sensitivity beyond that from Kaon decays. Additional sources

of low mass scalar production at these energies include rare ⇡
±
, ⌘, ⌘

0 decays, although they

are subdominant to kaon decays and will be neglected in our study.

There are a number of experimental and astrophysical constraints on the Higgs portal

scalar parameter space, but we will defer a discussion of these to Section V below. We now

move on to discuss the SBN experiments.

III. SBN EXPERIMENT SETUP

FIG. 3. Coordinates in the “BNB frame” defined by a left-handed coordinate system with the

origin at the BNB target, the z-axis pointing to center of the SBN detectors, and the y-axis pointing

vertically upwards. We show the coordinates of the the BNB and NuMI targets, NuMI absorber,

and the SBND, MicroBooNE, and ICARUS detectors in both aerial (left) and elevation (right)

views.

The sensitivity of an experiment to decays of long-lived dark sector particle decays de-

pends primarily on the number of such particles that can be made to pass through the

detector and the ability of the detector to distinguish the decays from backgrounds. In

both these regards, the Short-Baseline Neutrino (SBN) program at Fermilab o↵ers strong

6

Batell, Berger, Ismail, 1909.11670
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SBN Experiments (LLPs)

Proposed searches for rare meson 
decays inside beam dump

Batell, Berger, Ismail, 1909.11670

FIG. 1. Left: Scalar branching ratios. Right: Isocontours of scalar decay length in m in the mS �✓

plane.

processes [17, 55, 59–61]. The dominant contribution comes from the W boson - top quark

penguin shown in Fig. 2, leading to the partial decay width,
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S). The branching ratio for scalars produced in K
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S

decays is smaller by several orders of magnitude compared to those from K
± and K
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L, owing

to suppression from the small CP-violating phase and the substantially shorter K
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FIG. 2. Dominant signal production process via kaon decays.

Besides kaon decays, B mesons have an even larger branching ratio to S and furthermore

allow for production of heavier scalars [17, 23, 62–64]. However, while such decays are

important for higher energy facilities such as the SPS and LHC beams at CERN, they will

not be relevant for the lower energy Booster and Main Injector beams due to the substantially

5

FIG. 15. Projections for the on-axis SBND (brown) and MicroBooNE (orange), o↵-axis ICARUS

(blue), and KDAR (magenta) analyses. In the left plot, dashed curves indicate 5 signal events,

assuming perfect e�ciencies and no backgrounds. The right plot shows the results of our analysis

including estimated e�ciencies and backgrounds. LHCb (gray), K ! ⇡ + invisible (cyan), and

CHARM (green) limits are shown for comparison.

on light Higgs portal scalars from CHARM [86, 87], LHCb [88, 89], E787/E949 [87, 90] and

SN 1987A [91].

Fig. 15 shows that the SBN detectors would be sensitive to new areas of Higgs portal

parameter space in the MeV-GeV region, including the gap in the E787/949 kaon decay

search due to K ! ⇡⇡ backgrounds. In addition, the Fermilab facilities would a↵ord a

better reach than the similar search at the CHARM detector, which used the 400 GeV

SPS proton beam. While SPS produced many more B mesons per POT than either of the

Fermilab beams we consider, there were only 2.4⇥1018 POT in all, orders of magnitude less

than can be achieved at Fermilab. Also, the thick copper target used for the SPS beam led

to many kaons being stopped before decaying, significantly reducing the potential number

of scalars from kaon decays [87]. Notably, o↵-axis production at the SBN detectors from

NuMI can lead to even stronger bounds than on-axis production from Booster. This is again

primarily due to the larger number of POT that the NuMI beam can provide.

There are several proposed or upcoming facilities that could also be sensitive to light
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FIG. 1. Schematic of MicroBooNE in the NuMI and BNB
beamlines, and the signal signature we are searching for.

tagger (CRT) system [12] was installed, with four walls
of plastic scintillator panels situated along the top, bot-
tom, and long sides of the cryostat that provide timing
coincidence signals for some cosmic rays that enter the
TPC.

In addition to being on the BNB beamline, the Micro-
BooNE detector is also situated at a distance of 680 m
and 8� o↵-axis from the target of Fermilab’s Neutrinos
at the Main Injector (NuMI) neutrino beam [13], which
we have previously used to measure electron neutrino in-
teractions [14]. A schematic diagram of the detector po-
sition within the beamline is presented in Fig. 1. The
Main Injector delivers 120 GeV protons that impact the
graphite target, producing secondary hadrons. A system
of electromagnetic horns focuses charged particles either
towards or away from the beam axis, depending on the
horn polarity. In forward (reverse) horn current mode,
positively (negatively) charged mesons are bent towards
the beam axis to produce a beam mostly of neutrinos
(antineutrinos) from the meson decays. A 675 m long
helium-filled decay volume is situated downstream of the
target and horn system, at the end of which is a 5 m deep
hadron absorber. Any surviving hadrons will be stopped
in the absorber, and may produce secondary mesons in-
cluding K+ which will decay at rest. The absorber is at
a distance of ⇡ 100 m from the MicroBooNE detector
and at an angle of ⇡ 125� with respect to the BNB di-
rection, such that any particles that enter the detector
from the absorber are entering in the opposite direction
compared to most neutrino interactions seen by the de-
tector. We exploit the unique decay signature of scalar
bosons produced by K+ decaying at rest (KDAR) in the
NuMI hadron absorber to search for evidence of the Higgs
portal scalar model.

We analyze 0.92⇥1020 protons on target (POT) of ex-
posure during Run 1 of MicroBooNE’s operations (during
2015–2016), and 1.01⇥ 1020 POT of Run 3 data (2017–
2018). During the Run 1 dataset period, the NuMI beam
operated in forward horn current mode, and reverse horn
current mode was used during the Run 3 period. The
CRT had been fully installed by the Run 3 period and
we use its information in the analysis of data from that
period. The beam-on data is read out from the detec-
tor (an “event”) when there is a NuMI beam spill timing

signal sent by the Fermilab accelerator complex. An on-
line trigger is employed to record only those events that
pass optical trigger criteria based on the total integrated
charge summed over all PMTs in a 100 ns window. This
trigger requires at least one PMT to produce a signal in
time with the beam, and the integrated charge has to be
above a configurable photoelectron threshold.
To estimate the cosmic-induced backgrounds, we

record a dataset of events produced out of time with
both beams that employs the same trigger thresholds,
called the beam-o↵ dataset. In addition, there is an un-
biased dataset of out-of-time events for which the trigger
is not applied. This unbiased dataset forms the basis of
the simulated data. The hit pattern of simulated signal
decays or background neutrino interactions are overlaid
on top of the unbiased data on an event-by-event level,
which allows the cosmic contamination of signal or neu-
trino interactions to be estimated.
To simulate the scalar boson signal, we use the g4numi

program [15] which employs a GEANT4 [16] simulation of
the NuMI beamline to produce the position and timing
distribution of KDAR in the NuMI hadron absorber. For
the absolute rate we use the MiniBooNE estimate [17] of
0.085 muon neutrinos from KDAR in the NuMI hadron
absorber per POT. The scalars are emitted isotropically
from the kaon decay positions, and the scalar’s veloc-
ity and lab-frame lifetime is used to distribute the scalar
decay position, keeping only those that decay within the
detector active volume. The electron-positron pair is sim-
ulated isotropically in the rest frame, and boosted by the
scalar’s momentum.
The g4numi program is also used to simulate the flux of

neutrinos that intersect the detector, which produce the
other component of the background to this search. We
use the same PPFX [15, 18] package as used by the MIN-
ERvA [19] and NOvA [20] collaborations to correct the
central value neutrino flux prediction and provide flux
uncertainties. We use GENIE [21] to calculate the neu-
trino interaction cross sections and final state kinemat-
ics, in which the models for charged-current quasielastic
scattering and scattering on a pair of correlated nucleons
have been tuned based on data from T2K [22]. Neu-
trino interactions are simulated both inside the cryostat
and outside where secondary products enter the detector.
For both signal and background simulations, the decay
or interaction products are propagated through a GEANT4
simulation of the detector. The response of the detector
to both light and charge is simulated.
All three types of data (beam-on, beam-o↵, and simu-

lated) are processed through the same chain of recon-
struction algorithms. The optical reconstruction uses
the PMT waveforms to produce “flashes” of coincident
PMT hits. For the TPC information, we apply a two-
dimensional deconvolution of the signal waveforms on the
wires within each plane [23, 24]. Hits are formed from
a Gaussian peak finding algorithm applied to the wire

Sensitive to new long-lived particles decaying to e+e-
New search for Higgs-mixed scalar boson produced in absorber
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TABLE I. Systematic uncertainties for the signal and back-
ground model in the signal region.

Uncertainty Background Signal
Flux (hadron production) 26.6% 30.0%
Cross section model 1.7% –
Detector model 70.0% 5.0%
Beam-o↵ statistics 38.0% –
Simulation statistics 28.2% < 2.0%

physics model parameters (both in GENIE and GEANT4)
are varied multiple times within their 1 standard devia-
tion uncertainties, and a weight is calculated for each sim-
ulated event between the central value and the modified
model. The uncertainty on the event count in the selec-
tion is calculated from the standard deviation of weighted
event counts across the variations. A similar procedure is
followed to estimate the uncertainty on the background
neutrino flux model due to hadron production uncertain-
ties, using PPFX [18].

Systematic uncertainties due to the modeling of the de-
tector are evaluated through modified simulations vary-
ing parameters of the detector model. They are esti-
mated to be 70% for the neutrino background simula-
tion (dominated by the low statistics of simulated neu-
trino events in the signal region after selection) and 5%
for the signal simulation, taken to be the relative dif-
ferences of event yields in the signal region between the
central value and ten detector model variations summed
in quadrature. The first five detector model variations
are: (1) uncertainties in the space charge mapping [29],
(2) the ion–electron recombination model, (3) a decrease
in light yield, (4) an increase in the Rayleigh scattering
length, and (5) changing the light attenuation between
anode and cathode side. We also modify the simulated
TPC wire waveform amplitudes and widths. The sizes
of the modifications are characterized in five dimensions
based on hit positions, track angles with respect to the
wires, and energy deposited per unit length. The modifi-
cation sizes are estimated by comparing orthogonal data
samples rich in protons and cosmic muons to the cen-
tral value simulation. These five wire modifications (each
dimension independently) are then applied to the signal
and background simulation and used to extract the event
yield variation. Although the uncertainty on the detec-
tor model for the background prediction is large, the final
result is statistics-limited and this uncertainty has min-
imal impact with respect to repeating the analysis with
zero detector uncertainty. The uncertainties in the sig-
nal region after the optimal BDT selection are given in
Table I.

After applying the BDT selection, the number of
events expected for each background contribution and for
several signal definitions are shown in Table II. The ta-
ble also presents the estimated signal selection e�ciency.

TABLE II. Estimated signal selection e�ciency for a scalar
boson decay inside the TPC, and event yield (unweighted
and beam-on exposure-weighted, with the expected signal for
✓KCV).

Event count
Category E↵. (%) Unwt. Exp. Wt.

Beam-o↵ dataset 10 1.1± 0.4
Neutrino simulation 16 0.8± 0.6
Signal (120 MeV/c2) 14.0± 0.8 7268 4.9± 1.5
Signal (160 MeV/c2) 14.9± 0.9 7654 12.2± 3.6
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FIG. 2. The 95% confidence level sensitivity and observed
limit of this search to the Higgs portal model parameter ✓.

The total expected background-only prediction is 1.9±0.8
candidate events.
In the beam-on dataset, we observe two candidates in

the signal region. We reject one candidate because its
flash time lies in the 0.3 µs window before the start of
the beam spill, making it an obvious cosmic background
interaction. When we manually inspect the TPC readout
of the other candidate event, the two objects have the
characteristics of a proton and a photon, and so it is
likely to be a neutrino-induced background.
With one observed event we set the 95% CL upper limit

on the Higgs portal model presented in Fig. 2. The ob-
served and expected limits for several scalar boson masses
are enumerated in Table III, and for a wider range of
masses in the Supplemental Materials [30]. The upper
limit is compared with ✓KCV, along with other experi-
mental limits, in Fig. 3.
The limit presented in this publication rules out the

remaining Higgs portal model parameter space required
to explain the central value of a mild excess in KOTO

6

TABLE III. Observed and expected (median, ±1, 2 standard
deviation) 95% CL upper limits on the Higgs portal parameter
✓ for several scalar boson masses.

mS Obs. limit Expected limits (10�4)
(MeV/c2) (10�4) �2 s.d. �1 s.d. med. +1 s.d. +2 s.d.

120 4.0 3.5 3.9 4.2 4.9 7.7
140 3.7 3.2 3.6 3.9 4.5 7.2
160 3.4 2.9 3.3 3.6 4.2 6.6
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FIG. 3. The MicroBooNE 95% CL upper limit (shaded) in
the context of the model parameter ✓KCV required to explain
the central value of 1.78 counts in KOTO (dotted line), and
exclusion contours from other experiments (solid lines; re-
gions above the lines are excluded). The KOTO central value
is adapted from Ref. [5] and scaled by

p
(3� 1.22)/3 to re-

flect updated background estimates from the KOTO collabo-
ration [4]. The limits for E949 [7] and NA62 [8] are published
by the collaborations, whereas the CHARM [5] and LSND [31]
limits are reinterpretations of other searches.

at the 95% confidence level. Our limit is the most con-
straining for mS ⇡ (120� 160) MeV/c2 and is directly
derived from our own experimental data. The previous
most stringent constraints in this range were reinterpre-
tations of decades-old CHARM [5, 32] and LSND [31]
measurements, performed recently by independent au-
thors without access to the raw experimental data. We
have ⇡ 2 ⇥ 1021 POT of as-yet unprocessed NuMI data
along with ⇡ 1 ⇥ 1021 POT of currently-blinded BNB
data that we will analyze in the future, and expect im-
proved sensitivities [2].
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celerator Laboratory (Fermilab), a U.S. Department of
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Foundation; the Swiss National Science Foundation; the
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The Royal Society (United Kingdom). Additional sup-
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from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and in-
novation programme under the Marie Sk lodowska-Curie
grant agreement No 752309. We thank Brian Batell,
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3 Experimental Design

3.1 DarkQuest experimental overview

The SeaQuest spectrometer is designed to detect oppositely-charged muon pairs produced in the Drell-
Yan process to study anti-quark distributions in target nucleons [16]. As shown in Fig. 3, the SeaQuest
spectrometer consists of a high precision tracking system (St-1/2/3 tracking), a muon identification
system (absorber and St-4 muon ID), and a high-speed vertex trigger detector (forward/backward dark
photon detector). This instrument is capable of precisely measuring both the momentum and vertex of
a charged particle. The 5 m thick iron beam dump/magnet (FMag) bends and stops most of the SM
particles (other than neutrinos and high energy muons) produced by proton-iron interactions. However,
a dark particle, which interacts only weakly with normal matter, can travel a significant distance from
the creation point before decaying into a pair of leptons or hadrons. This feature, combined with a
high luminosity (2.5⇥ 105 fb�1 per year), allows us to implement the world’s most sensitive dark sector
search program, while suppressing SM backgrounds to negligible levels.

Figure 3: A schematic view of dark photon, A0, decaying into a pair of leptons/hadrons at the SeaQuest
spectrometer. The displaced vertex trigger hodoscopes (installed in 2017) are on either side of KMag,
and the proposed EMCal is between Station-3 and the absorber wall.

Dedicated displaced di-muon dark photon detectors and triggers were successfully installed and
commissioned at SeaQuest in 2017 and will take data parasitic with the SpinQuest polarized target run
(E1039). We advocate for a dedicated experiment, DarkQuest, to expand the physics search capability
by including the di-electron channel to access the lower mass region below 200 MeV (di-muon mass
limit), and to test many additional dark sector models predicting electron, pion and photon signatures.
This can be achieved by adding one EMCal detector behind the Station-3 (St-3) chambers. A suitable
EMCal detector has been identified from the previous PHENIX experiment at Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL). The EMCal addition would be the first stage of a long-term dedicated dark sector
physics program at Fermilab.

Adding an EMCal to the SeaQuest spectrometer serves two essential purposes. First, the EMCal
provides a generic trigger for non-minimum-ionizing particles. A simple energy threshold will reject the
muons that penetrate the beam dump, and trigger only on pions, electrons, and photons produced after
the beam dump. Second, matching cluster energies in the EMCal to track momenta allows particle
identification, which is necessary for rejecting backgrounds. The EMCal upgrade builds on the recent
e↵ort to add A

0
! µ

+
µ
� sensitivity to SeaQuest with a displaced di-muon trigger. The LANL team has
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DarkQuest

• Motivation 
- Search for sub-GeV dark mediators in the 

visible final state 
• 120 GeV proton beam dump at FNAL
- Covers new phase space due to unique 

SpinQuest beam dump configuration 
• Extends SpinQuest spectrometer with EMCal

• Status
- DarkQuest members (FNAL, BU, MIT, LANL, 

JHU) integrating w/SpinQuest collaboration
• FNAL: N. Tran, Y. Feng (PD), C. Mantilla Suarez (PD), 

A. Berlin (PD, theory), N. Blinov (PD, theory), Y.D. Tsai (PD, 
theory) involved in detector design and physics studies

- Physics studies and design on-going
• Project cost modest, < ~500k
- Exploring funding opportunities both internal and 

external to FNAL, targeting FY24-25 physics run 
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The MiniBooNE-DM collaboration searched for vector-boson mediated production of dark matter
using the Fermilab 8 GeV Booster proton beam in a dedicated run with 1.86⇥1020 protons delivered
to a steel beam dump. The MiniBooNE detector, 490 m downstream, is sensitive to dark matter
via elastic scattering with nucleons in the detector mineral oil. Analysis methods developed for
previous MiniBooNE scattering results were employed, and several constraining data sets were
simultaneously analyzed to minimize systematic errors from neutrino flux and interaction rates. No
excess of events over background was observed, leading to an 90% confidence limit on the dark-
matter cross section parameter, Y = ✏2↵0(m�/mv)

4 . 10�8, for ↵0 = 0.5 and for dark-matter
masses of 0.01 < m� < 0.3 GeV in a vector portal model of dark matter. This is the best limit from
a dedicated proton beam dump search in this mass and coupling range and extends below the mass
range of direct dark matter searches. These results demonstrate a novel and powerful approach to
dark matter searches with beam dump experiments.

PACS numbers: 95.35.+d,13.15.+g

Introduction — There is strong evidence for dark mat-
ter (DM) from observations of gravitational phenomena
across a wide range of distance scales [1]. A substantial
program of experiments has evolved over the last sev-
eral decades to search for non-gravitational interactions
of DM, with yet no undisputed evidence in this sector.
Most of these experiments target DM with weak scale
masses and are less sensitive to DM with masses below a
few GeV. To complement these approaches, new search
strategies sensitive to DM with smaller masses should be
considered [2].

Fixed-target experiments using beams of protons or
electrons can expand the sensitivity to sub-GeV DM that
couples to ordinary matter via a light mediator parti-
cle [3–18]. In these experiments, DM particles may be
produced in collisions with nuclei in the fixed target, of-
ten a beam dump, and may be identified through interac-
tions with nuclei in a downstream detector. Results from
past beam dump experiments have been reanalyzed to
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FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of this DM search using the
the Fermilab BNB in o↵-target mode together with the Mini-
BooNE detector. The proton beam is steered above the beryl-
lium target in o↵-target mode lowering the neutrino flux.

place limits on the parameters within this class of models.
In this Letter, we report on the first dedicated search of
this type (proposed in [6]), which employs 8 GeV protons
from the Fermilab Booster Neutrino Beam (BNB), re-
configured to reduce neutrino-induced backgrounds, com-
bined with the downstream MiniBooNE (MB) neutrino
detector (Fig. 1).
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FIG. 2. Inelastic DM production at electron and proton beam dump experiments via dark bremsstrahlung and meson decay. The resulting
�1, �2 pair can give rise to a number of possible signatures in the detector: �2 can decay inside the fiducial volume to deposit electromagnetic
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FIG. 3. Inelastic DM production at electron beam fixed-target missing energy/momentum experiments. Left: Setup for an LDMX style
missing momentum experiment [2, 18] in which a (⇠ few GeV) beam electron produces DM in a thin target (⌧ radiation length) and thereby
loses a large fraction of its incident energy. The emerging lower energy electron passes through tracker material and registers as a signal event
if there is no additional energy deposited in the ECAL/HCAL system downstream, which serves primarily to veto SM activity. Right: Setup
for an NA64 style experiment in which the beam (typically at higher energies, ⇠ 30 GeV) produces the DM system by interacting with an
instrumented, active target volume [19]. As with LDMX, the instrumented region serves to verify that the beam electron has abruptly lost most
of its energy and that there is no additional SM activity downstream.

for vector, scalar, and fermionic mediators, respectively.
However, coupling a fermionic mediator to the lepton por-
tal requires additional model building1 and scalar mediators,
which mix with the Higgs are ruled out for predictive mod-
els in which DM annihilates directly to SM final states (see
Sec. II C and [26] for a discussion of this issue), so we restrict

1 A fermionic mediator coupled to the lepton portal requires additional
model building to simultaneously achieve a thermal contact through this
interaction and yield viable neutrino textures; the coupling to the mediator
must be suppressed by neutrino masses, so it is generically difficult for the
interaction rate to exceed Hubble expansion.

our attention to abelian vector mediators; a nonabelian field
strength is not gauge invariant, so kinetic mixing is forbidden.

Alternatively, the mediator could couple directly to SM
particles if both dark and visible matter are charged under
the same gauge group. In the absence of additional fields,
anomaly cancellation restricts the possible choices to be

U(1)B�L , U(1)`i�`j , U(1)3B�`i , (2)

and linear combinations thereof. In most contexts, the rele-
vant phenomenology in fixed-target searches is qualitatively
similar to the vector portal scenario, so below we will ignore
these possibilities without loss of essential generality. We
note, however, that viable models for both protophobic [27]
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FIG. 3: a) ��̄ pair production in electron-nucleus collisions
via the Cabibbo-Parisi radiative process (with A0 on- or o�-
shell) and b) � scattering o� a detector nucleus and liberating
a constituent nucleon. For the momentum transfers of inter-
est, the incoming � resolves the nuclear substructure, so the
typical reaction is quasi-elastic and nucleons will be ejected.

Figure 2: a) ��̄ pair production in electron-nucleus collisions via the Cabibbo-Parisi
radiative process (with A

0 on- or o↵-shell) and b) � scattering o↵ an electron in the
detector.

vated for LDM which is safe from CMB constraints [3]. and has striking implications
for possible signatures at BDX.

2.1.2 Leptophilic A
0 and Dark Matter

A similar scenario involving a vector mediator arises from gauging the di↵erence
between electron and muon numbers under the abelian U(1)e�µ group. Instead of
kinetic mixing, the light vector particle here has direct couplings to SM leptonic
currents

A
0
�
J
�

SM
! gV A

0
µ

�
ē�

�
e + ⌫̄e�

�
⌫e � µ̄�

�
µ + ⌫̄µ�

�
⌫µ

�
, (7)

where gV is the gauge coupling of this model, which we normalize to the electric
charge, gV ⌘ ✏e and consider parameter space in terms of ✏, like in the case of kinetic
mixing. Note that here, the A

0 does not couple to SM quarks at tree level, but it
does couple to neutrinos, which carry electron or muon numbers. Note also that this
scenario is one of the few combinations of SM quantum numbers that can be gauged
without requiring additional field content. Assigning the DM e�µ number yields the
familiar gDA

0
�
J
�

DM interaction as in Eq. 1. Both of these variations can give rise to
thermal LDM as discussed above.

2.2 Muon Anomalous Magnetic Moment

It is well known that a light, sub-GeV scale gauge boson (either a kinetically mixed
dark photon, or a leptophilic gauge boson that couples to muons) can ameliorate the
⇠ 3.5� discrepancy between the theoretical prediction and experimental observation
of the muon’s anomalous magnetic moment [4]. Although there are many active
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(a) vector portal (b) leptophobic

FIG. 24. Comparison of the MiniBooNE confidence level limits (solid lines), and sensitivities (dashed lines) to other experiments
for (a) Y as a function of m� assuming ↵D = 0.5 and mV = 3m� and (b) in the leptophobic dark matter model with mV =
3m�. An explanation of vector portal limits lines was given in Refs. [9, 29, 36–38]. An explanation of the leptophobic limit
lines was given in Refs. [8, 34, 35].
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FIG. 25. 90% confidence level in the vector portal dark matter model with (a) Y as a function of m� assuming ↵D = 0.1 and
mV = 3m� and (b) ↵D = 0.1 and mV = 7m�. An explanation of the limit lines was given in Refs. [9, 29, 36–38]
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Figure 2. We show a slice of the vector portal dark matter parameter space with ↵D = 0.1
and mV = 3m�. The solid (dotted) black lines show the parameter space for which a complex
scalar (Majorana) dark matter candidate coupled to a DP reproduces the observed dark matter
relic density. The blue shaded region is excluded by the NO⌫A experiment, while the gray shaded
region is excluded by a recast of a physics analysis of BEBC. The other dotted lines show the
projected sensitivity of a new physics analysis of 1021 POT of data for MiniBooNE, ICARUS,
and MicroBooNE taking data from the NuMI beamline. SBN is too far off-axis to provide much
sensitivity to vector portal dark matter produced by the NuMI beamline, and is not shown.

• ICARUS rules out the Majorana thermal target for masses between 6 and 50 MeV.
This result is highly complementary to Belle II and not far from the reach of SHiP
[36], as shown in Fig. 2. We limit our off-axis analyses to MicroBooNE and ICARUS,
as SBND was found to be too far off-axis to achieve good acceptance.

• Our final conclusion is that existing and past facilities can compete with future and
proposed experiments sensitivity [36] in a completely parasitic way to their neutrino
program.
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(left) and the mediator mass mA0 = 10m1 (right). Note that for very small mass splittings, the decay searches become ineffective and the best
limits arise from scattering and collider searches, whose observables do not rely on a prompt �2 decay.

states exceeds ⇠ 100 keV, upscattering at direct detection ex-
periments is kinematically forbidden and loop-induced elastic
scattering is small, so this scenario can likely only be discov-
ered or falsified using accelerators. We leave the possibility of
one-loop elastic scattering at recently proposed electron direct
detection experiments for a future study.

At fixed-target experiments, the inelastic interaction re-
sponsible for setting the relic abundance yields a variety of
observable signatures arising from the boosted �1�2 system,
which is produced in a proton or electron beam collision with
target nuclei. Once produced, either state can scatter off parti-
cles in a downstream detector, thereby generating an observ-
able signal. In addition, the boosted �2 can also survive out
to the detector and decay semi-visibly via �2 ! �1e

+
e
� to

directly deposit a visible signal as it passes through the active

volume.

Using these signatures, we have extracted existing con-
straints on this scenario by reinterpreting old LSND and E137
data. To this end, we have generalized the analyses in [54] (for
LSND) and [49] (for E137), which focused on the scattering
signatures of elastically coupled DM. In our analysis, we have
demonstrated that there are several new signatures to which
these older experiments are sensitive if DM couples inelasti-
cally. In particular, we find that E137 and LSND already place
nontrivial bounds on the parameter space that yields sub-GeV
thermal coannihilation for a variety of DM masses, mass split-
tings, and coupling strengths.

We have also studied the prospects for future decay and
scattering searches at the existing MiniBooNE (proton beam)
experiment and the proposed BDX and LDMX (electron

Izaguirre, Kahn, Krnjaic, Moschella 1703.06881
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heavier state via A0 exchange inside the detector. For order-
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Figure 5: Top: Same as Fig. 2, but for an inelastic Majorana DM scenario in which
the A

0 decays to a pair of di↵erent mass eigenstates. The unstable �2 decays in flight,
so the flux at the detector is dominated by �1 states which upscatter o↵ electron,
nucleon, and nuclear targets (bottom) to regenerate the �2 state. Subsequently, the
�2 promptly de-excites in a 3-body �2 ! �1e

+
e

� process, depositing significant ⇠

GeV scale electromagnetic signal inside the BDX detector.

discrepant value of (g � 2) of the muon, in particular the mA0 � m� and ↵D � ✏

regime.
In the following we describe the various searches and comment on their sensitivity.

The paradigm of DM interactions with the SM o↵ers three broad possibilities to search
for it: accelerators, direct, and indirect detection. The first relies on production of
DM, either directly, or through the production and decay of a mediator such as the
A

0. The second approach seeks to directly detect the interaction of DM particles from
the halo, as they pass through the earth. In the third, DM annihilation in the early
Universe could a↵ect cosmological observations; or alternatively, in the present day,
DM could annihilate in dense regions such as the center of our galaxy — giving rise
to final state SM particles that one can look for. We briefly discuss previous, current,
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FerMINI: Fermilab Searches for Minicharged Particles
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• Detector based on the milliQan design (1410.6816)

• FerMINI (1812.03998) inspired proposals: SUBMET@JPARC (2007.06329)
& FORMOSA@LHC (2010.07941)

• mCP research updates: new constraints from ArgoNeuT (1911.07996), 
Super-K (2002.11732), and milliQan-prototype (2005.06518)

Site 2: DUNE near detector complex

Site 1: MINOS hall using NuMI beam

Kelly, Tsai, 1812.03998, PRD ’19, figure adapted from Zarko Pavlovic

Yu-Dai Tsai 
Fermilab 2021

FerMINI

See also Harnik, Liu, Palamara 1902.03246 for ArgoNeuT+NUMI
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2) Trigger on missing momentum
3) Veto additional  SM activity

Only measure electron beam — don’t require DM to scatter
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The Light Dark Matter eXperiment

➡a zero background experiment can 
definitively test thermal DM over 
most of MeV-GeV range with ~1016 e-

LDMX is an e- fixed-target 
missing momentum search 
for light dark matter.
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FIG. 3: a) ��̄ pair production in electron-nucleus collisions
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shell) and b) � scattering o� a detector nucleus and liberating
a constituent nucleon. For the momentum transfers of inter-
est, the incoming � resolves the nuclear substructure, so the
typical reaction is quasi-elastic and nucleons will be ejected.

Figure 2: a) ��̄ pair production in electron-nucleus collisions via the Cabibbo-Parisi
radiative process (with A

0 on- or o↵-shell) and b) � scattering o↵ an electron in the
detector.

vated for LDM which is safe from CMB constraints [3]. and has striking implications
for possible signatures at BDX.

2.1.2 Leptophilic A
0 and Dark Matter

A similar scenario involving a vector mediator arises from gauging the di↵erence
between electron and muon numbers under the abelian U(1)e�µ group. Instead of
kinetic mixing, the light vector particle here has direct couplings to SM leptonic
currents

A
0
�
J
�

SM
! gV A

0
µ

�
ē�

�
e + ⌫̄e�

�
⌫e � µ̄�

�
µ + ⌫̄µ�

�
⌫µ

�
, (7)

where gV is the gauge coupling of this model, which we normalize to the electric
charge, gV ⌘ ✏e and consider parameter space in terms of ✏, like in the case of kinetic
mixing. Note that here, the A

0 does not couple to SM quarks at tree level, but it
does couple to neutrinos, which carry electron or muon numbers. Note also that this
scenario is one of the few combinations of SM quantum numbers that can be gauged
without requiring additional field content. Assigning the DM e�µ number yields the
familiar gDA

0
�
J
�

DM interaction as in Eq. 1. Both of these variations can give rise to
thermal LDM as discussed above.

2.2 Muon Anomalous Magnetic Moment

It is well known that a light, sub-GeV scale gauge boson (either a kinetically mixed
dark photon, or a leptophilic gauge boson that couples to muons) can ameliorate the
⇠ 3.5� discrepancy between the theoretical prediction and experimental observation
of the muon’s anomalous magnetic moment [4]. Although there are many active
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• Motivation 
- Search for sub-GeV dark matter in the invisible (DM) final state using electron 

missing momentum technique
• Push current bounds by orders of magnitude to definitively cover thermal DM milestones

- Electron-nucleon scattering measurements provide valuable input for DUNE 
• Status
- Funded as a part of DOE dark matter new initiatives (DMNI)
• June review of DMNI projects just completed
- Plan to run at End Station A at SLAC
• Fermilab role
- Key contributor to Trigger and DAQ  

and HCal electronics
• N.Tran leads TDAQ group
• W. Ketchum, C. Herwig (PD), C. Mantilla Suarez (PD), 

G. Krnjaic (theory), N. Blinov (PD, theory), 
S. Li (PD, theory) involved in detector design and  
physics studies
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for the mediator since the DM is always � –gk)

planned suite of electron scattering experiments in the next decade [], this model is an example
of a scenario to which direct-detection experiments are blind but which can be decisively tested
with fixed-target experiments.

We emphasize that Phase 1 is “shovel-ready” and can be completed with minimal modifications
to the Fermilab muon source and with only a few weeks of data taking. A null result would decisively
exclude any new physics explanation of the (g �2)µ anomaly from particles lighter than 1 GeV. Phase
2 is comparable to the CERN SPS proposal, and in this paper we focus specifically on the advantages
of pairing such an experiment with the lower-energy Fermilab muon beam, and the relevance of this
search to the thermal DM parameter space.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we introduce our benchmark model; in section
3 we discuss the characteristics of signal production; in section 4 we describe the basic experimental
setup and relevant background processes; in section 5 we describe the necessary detector and beam
properties; in section 6 we describe our key findings; finally, in section 7 we o↵er some concluding
remarks.

2 Physics Motivation

In this section we present the physics motivation for a muon-specific mediator X. We begin by review-
ing the contributions of vector and scalar particles to (g �2)µ, and then present a concrete benchmark
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M3: Muon Missing Momentum  

• Motivation 
- Covers all light new physics related to g-2 for any invisibly decaying particle < mμ

- Search for sub-GeV dark matter in the invisible (DM) final state using muon missing 
momentum technique 

• Status
- With recent g-2 result, renewed enthusiasm in exploring options
• Cost, collaborations, beam options
• Snowmass studies planned and ongoing

• Fermilab role
- Fermilab has unique muon beam capabilities 
- Collaboration with UIUC and TTU
• FNAL: G. Krjnaic (theory), N. Tran (PD), C. Herwig (PD), C. Mantilla Suarez (PD), 

involved in detector design and physics studies

• Mini-workshop June 22 to discuss light new physics 
related to g-2 at Fermilab
• https://indico.fnal.gov/event/48936
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Time sensitive idea to follow up g-2 result
We would be happy to give a dedicated PAC talk about M3
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Light Dark Matter with the Missing Momentum Technique — 6/12

Figure 3. Left: Electron missing momentum coverage of thermal DM targets in the dark photon mediator scenario from Eq. 1
(see [13] for more details). Here aDM = g2

DM/4p , the black curves represent early universe production targets for various DM
candidates, and the red dashed curve represents coverage for 1016 electrons on target impinging on a target of 0.1 electron
radiation lengths. Right: Muon missing momentum coverage of various DM candidates in the muon-philic mediator scenario
from Eq. 2 (see [18] for more details). Here the two red dashed curves labeled Phases 1 and 2 represent coverage for 1010 and
1013 muons on target, respectively, and both assume a target thickness of 50 electron radiation lengths. Unlike the electron
missing momentum curve on the left panel, here the projections flatten at low mediator masses because the radiated particle –
in this case a Z0 from Eq. 2 – is now lighter than the beam particle. Note that even a modest Phase 1 experiment with a muon
test beam could cover the green band for which a muon-philic mediator resolves the (g�2)µ anomaly. 25

(a) (b)

FIG. 15: Conceptual schematic of a signal process (a) and dominant background (b) processes.

final state. This occurs at a relative rate of ⇠ 10�3 per incident hard photo-nuclear reaction (on W),
but these usually have a hard charged pion or proton in the final state. Thus, the region of phase
space where the MIP is soft and invisible poses the largest threat of producing a background, and
this is expected at the ⇠ 4 ⇥ 10�4 per hard photo-nuclear interaction (on W). Per incident 4 GeV
electron on Tungsten absorber, this corresponds to ⇠ 10�8 in relative rate. For a benchmark of
1 ⇥ 1014 electrons on target, we would face up to ⇠ 106 events with a single hard forward neu-
tron and very little else in the ECAL (other than the recoil electron). This drives the performance
requirement of the hadronic veto – we require better than 10�6 neutron rejection inefficiency in
the few GeV energy range. In practice, an HCAL veto meeting this requirement is also suffi-
ciently sensitive to muons to veto the remainder of the photon conversions to muon pairs (and by
extension, pion pairs). Moreover, this level of inefficiency provides a great deal of redundancy
against potential failures of the ECAL veto with respect to photo-nuclear, electro-nuclear, or MIP
conversion events.

Figure 4. Experimental concept for missing momentum experiment where signal is produced via dark bremsstrahlung in the
target (left) and example background photonuclear and photon conversion processes are shown (right).

hard photon, in this case, could simply pass through the detector without being observed or could initiate secondary reactions in
which the photon converts to muon pairs or undergoes photo-nuclear scatters, which yield other undetected SM particles. We
note that even for the required statistics of the full experiment with 1016 EOT, irreducible backgrounds from neutrinos produced
in SM Møller and CCQE processes are negligible.

The detector concept is illustrated in Fig. 5. The tagging tracking system and the target are housed inside of a 1.5 T
dipole magnet while the recoil tracker is in the fringe magnetic field. These provide robust measurements of incoming and
outgoing electron momentum. The tracking systems not only enable missing momentum to be calculated, but allow for critical
handles, such as the angle of recoil electrons, that will be important for characterizing any potential signals. The ECal is
surrounded by the HCal to provide large angular coverage downstream of the target area to efficiently detect by products
of target interactions which are critical to discriminating signal from SM backgrounds. The overall cost of the project is
kept manageable by leveraging existing detector efforts and expertise. The total project cost with M&S and labor, including
contingency, is preliminarily estimated to be less than $10M US.

To achieve the performance required for the necessary statistics, the main detector elements are a tracking system with good
momentum resolution, a radiation-hard, high energy and position resolution electromagnetic calorimeter, and a high efficiency,
wide-angle hadronic veto system. The whole experiment needs to operate with a beam repetition rate of at least 50 MHz and
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Conclusion
Dark sector research @ FNAL covering full spectrum of strategies 

Resonant cavities: << eV axions/ALPs/dark-photons, millicharged partilces
ADMX (DMNI funding), Dark SRF, dual cavity light shining through walls

 MAGIS-100 atom interferometry to probe gravitational waves and << eV DM
Lots of other cool things…

Direct detection: MeV-GeV particle DM w/ low threshold (<< keV) detectors 
Super-CDMS SNOLAB (HVeV), SENSEI/OSCURA (DMNI funding)

Accelerator production: MeV-GeV particle DM, light new forces (visible decays), 
millicharged particles, heavy sterile neturinos

Proton beams: Mini/MicroBooNE/SBN/ICARUS/DUNE/DarkQuest 
Lepton beams: LDMX (electron), Muon Missing Momentum (muon @FNAL)

SRF cavities to probe dark photons, photon-photon scattering (axion mediated)
Muon beam dump experiments to probe long lived particles 
Neutrino tridents to produce DM in NC scattering 


